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New Collaboration Opens CPT Content for Developers  
HL7 data standards and guides will be integrated with AMA CPT codes and descriptors 

 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. – May 25, 2023 – Under a new collaboration between Health Level Seven® 
International (HL7®) and the American Medical Association (AMA), technology developers using HL7 
data interoperability standards and guides will have increased accessibility to AMA-published medical 
codes and descriptors. The collaboration will work to fully integrate HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) with the AMA’s Current Procedure Terminology (CPT®) code set to advance the 
organizations’ mutual goal of promoting the efficient exchange of interoperable health information. 
 
“Collaboration with the AMA will provide invaluable opportunities for the communities of developers to 
seamlessly incorporate this critical terminology within the HL7 development and implementation 
processes,” said HL7 CEO Charles Jaffe, M.D., P.h.D. 
 
“As the health system’s foundational terminology for coding and describing medical services, CPT is the 
uniform code set trusted to efficiently exchange data that identifies specific treatments and procedures 
provided to patients,” said AMA CEO James Madara, M.D. “By working toward greater CPT 
accessibility for developers, the collaboration between AMA and HL7 allows the use of CPT in the 
development and testing of FHIR-based technology to further advance the next generation of health 
information solutions. We also look forward to working more closely with HL7 on educational 
opportunities and collaborating on industry conferences and events.” 
 
The agreement builds on more than a decade of cooperation between AMA and HL7 in support of 
standardization that drives health data interoperability and opens new opportunities for developers and 
promotes innovation in FHIR-based technology that use CPT for measurement, analysis, and 
benchmarking of medical services. 
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About HL7 
Founded in 1987, Health Level Seven International (HL7) is a not-for-profit, ANSI-accredited standards developing 
organization dedicated to providing a comprehensive framework and related standards for the exchange, integration, 
sharing, and retrieval of electronic health information that supports clinical practice and the management, delivery 
and evaluation of health services. HL7 is supported by more than 1,600 members from over 50 countries, including 
500+ corporate members representing healthcare providers, government stakeholders, payers, pharmaceutical 
companies, vendors/suppliers, and consulting firms. For more information, visit HL7.org.  
 
Health Level Seven, HL7 and FHIR are registered trademarks of Health Level Seven International. 
 
About the AMA 
The American Medical Association is the physicians’ powerful ally in patient care. As the only medical association 
that convenes 190+ state and specialty medical societies and other critical stakeholders, the AMA represents 
physicians with a unified voice to all key players in health care. The AMA leverages its strength by removing the 
obstacles that interfere with patient care, leading the charge to prevent chronic disease and confront public health 
crises, and driving the future of medicine to tackle the biggest challenges in health care. For more information, visit 
ama-assn.org. 
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